Post-processing of auditory steady-state responses to correct spectral leakage.
Auditory steady-state responses (ASSRs) are electrical manifestations of brain due to high rate sound stimulation. These evoked responses can be used to assess the hearing capabilities of a subject in an objective, automatic fashion. Usually, the detection protocol is accomplished by frequency-domain techniques, such as magnitude-squared coherence, whose estimation is based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of several data segments. In practice, the FFT-based spectrum may spread out the energy of a given frequency to its side bins and this escape of energy in the spectrum is called spectral leakage. The distortion of the spectrum due to leakage may severely compromise statistical significance of objective detection. This work presents an offline, a posteriori method for spectral leakage minimization in the frequency-domain analysis of ASSRs using coherent sampling criterion and interpolation in time. The technique was applied to the local field potentials of 10 Wistar rats and the results, together with those from simulated data, indicate that a leakage-free analysis of ASSRs is possible for any dataset if the methods showed in this paper were followed.